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(Communicated by Dale Alspach)

Abstract. In this paper we show that Ce , the unitary matrix space associated

with the symmetrically normed sequence space E , has the UKK property for

the weak operator topology if E has the UKK property for the pointwise

convergence topology. We also prove that the quasi-normed space Cp = Q ,

for 0 < p < 1 , has the UKK property for the weak operator topology.

1. Introduction

Let <P be a symmetric norm on P , the space of infinite sequences with only

finitely many nonzero elements, i.e., O is invariant under permutations and

depends only on the absolute values of coordinates. The maximal symmetric

sequence space associated to <P, denoted by P<p , is defined by

P<j, = {x : lim <P(xi, x2, ... , x„ , 0, 0, ... ) < oo},
n—»oo

with norm HxH^. = lim 4>(xi, x2, ... , x„, 0, 0,... ). The minimal symmet-
n—»oo

ric sequence space associated to O, denoted by E$ , is defined to be the closure

(in P<d ) of F .

Let E be a general symmetric sequence space lying between P¿ ' and P<d .

The unitary matrix space Ce associated with E is the Banach space of all
compact operators on l2 for which X(A) £ E, normed by <b(A) = \\(X(A))\\E .

Here X(A) — (X„(A)) is the sequence of s-numbers of A, i.e., the eigenvalues

of (A*A)xl2 arranged in a nonincreasing ordering counting multiplicity.

Let (X, || • ||) be a Banach space, and let x be a topological vector space

topology on X that is weaker than the norm topology.

Definition 1.1. X is said to have the Kadec-Klee property with respect to x,

denoted by KK(x), if whenever {x„}^, is a sequence in X such that x„ ->

x £ X with respect to x and ||x„|| -> ||x||, then it follows that ||x„ - x|| —> 0.

Definition 1.2. X is said to have the uniform Kadec-Klee property with respect

to x, denoted by UKK(x), if for every e > 0 there exists r5(e) > 0 so that
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whenever {x„}^, is a sequence in the unit ball of X such that x„ —» x £ X

with respect to x and inf ||x„ - xm|| > e, then it follows that ||x|| < 1 - ô(e).
njim

It is easy to show that the UKK property implies the A'A' property.

For a symmetric sequence space E and its associated unitary matrix space
Ce we are interested in the topology of pointwise convergence and the weak

operator topology respectively.

Arazy [1] and Simon [14] show that if E has the Ä'A' property with respect to

the pointwise convergence topology, then Ce has the A'A" property with respect

to the weak operator topology. Our main result (Theorem 3.1) is the analogous

result for the UKK property. As a consequence of the main result, Ce has a

fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings if E has the UKK property.

We must also mention here the recent interesting results in [2] concerning re-

lations between the UKK property for a symmetric Banach function space E

and the corresponding space E(Jf) of all t-measurable operators affiliated with

a von Neumann algebra Jf that supports a faithful, normal, semi-finite trace

x whose decreasing rearrangement lies in E : if E is a-convex with constant

1 for some 0 < a < 1 and if E satisfies a lower- q estimate with constant 1

for some finite q > a, then E(Jf) has the UKK property for the topology

of local convergence in measure. As a special case of this result it follows that

Cp ( 0 < p < 1 ) has the UKK property for the weak operator topology. In

Section 4 below we present a short elementary proof of this fact.

This paper is part of my Ph.D. dissertation. I thank my adviser Stephen

Dilworth for his guidance. And I also thank Chris Lennard for sending me the

preprint [2] and for his helpful comments.

2. Preliminaries

The following definition is useful in studying the UKK property.

Definition 2.1. The UKK(x)-modulus of a space X is defined by ôx(£) =
inf{l - ||x||} , where the infimum is taken over all x such that x is the r-limit

of a sequence {y„} in the unit ball of X with  inf ||y„ - ym|| > e .
n^m

Lemma 2.2. If E has the KK property for the topology of pointwise convergence

then E is minimal (i.e., E = E$).

Proof. Let x £ E. Then x(,!) = (xx, x2, ... , x„,0,0, ...) —> x pointwise

and \\xW\\e -» \\x\\E ■ By the KK property, ||jfM - X\\E -* 0 ; hence x £ E^ .

Lemma 2.3. If E has the UKK property for the topology of pointwise conver-

gence then E is maximal (i.e., E = E<&).

Proof. Suppose that E is not maximal. Then (e„)%Lx is not a boundedly com-

plete Schauder basis (see [10, Definition l.b.3]). Therefore by [10, Theorem

I.e. 10] E contains a subspace isomorphic to Co. By [7, Lemma 2.2], for any
e > 0, there is a sequence {y„} of elements of the unit ball such that

(1 -£)sup|a,-| < ||]Ta,'y/||£ <sup|iz;|

for all finite sequences {an} of real numbers. Let z„ = yx +yn ; then ||z„||£ < 1

and \\z„ - zm\\E > I - e.  Clearly y„ —> 0 pointwise in E, and so z„ —► yx
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pointwise in E. Let S( • ) denote the c/A'A'-modulus for the topology of

pointwise convergence. Then

1-¿(1-«)>INI*> 1-8,
which is a contradiction for e > 0 sufficiently small.

Example 2.4. For every x £ cq, define ||x|| = ^2~"x* where (x*) is the

decreasing rearrangement of (|x„|). Then (c0, || • ||) has the A'A' property but

not the UKK property for the topology of pointwise convergence. Since Co is

not maximal, it follows that Lemma 2.3 breaks down if " UKK " is replaced by
" KK ".

Proof. Let {x(¿)} be a sequence in Co converging pointwise to x £ cq and with

llx^'H —» ||x||. Without loss of generality we may assume that x = (x*) and

that ||x(i:)|| = ||x|| = 1. Given e > 0, there exists N such that x, < e/2 for all

i> N, and so ||(x,,x2, ... , xN, 0, 0, ...)|| > 1 -2~(N+l>e. Since *<*> ̂x

pointwise, there exists M such that

\\(x[k), x{2k) ,...,x{k),0,0,...)-(xx,x2,...,xN,0,0,...)\\<2^N+xh

for all k > M. Thus,

||(x<fc),xf ,...,x^,0,0,...)||>l-2-^

for all zc > M. By an obvious rearrangement inequality, for all zc > M we

have

||(xf\xf ,...,x^,0,0,...)|| + 2-^||(x^1,x^2,...,xf ...)||

< ||xw|| < 1.

Hence \\(x{k)+x, x{k)+2, ... , x„k), ... )|| < e for all k > M. Thus,

llxW-xllrÇlKx^xf ,...,x^),0,0,...)-(x1,x2,...,x^,0,0,...)||

+ \\(Xn]+x , X(k)+2 , . . . , Xnk) , . . . )|| + \\(XN+x , XN+2 , . . . , X„ , .. . )||

< (2~{N+X) + l+2-')e<2e

for all k > M. So x(Ä) -> x in norm. Therefore, Co has the A'A' property

with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence. It is interesting to note

that by [1,14] this symmetric .Of norm on c0 will lift to a symmetric KK

norm on the ideal of compact operators on l2.

In the following ¿e denotes the t/Ä'ÄT-modulus for the topology of pointwise

convergence in a symmetric sequence space E. We estimate SE in terms of a

geometrical quantity ßs ■

Proposition 2.5. Let E be a symmetric sequence space with the KK property,

and let

)?£■(£) = inf{ 1 - ||x||£ : ||x + y||£ < 1, x, y disjoint and ||y||£ > e, x, y 6 E}.

Then SE(e/2) < ßE(s) < SE(2e).

Proof. Given n > 0, choose x, y £ E disjoint with ||x + y||£ < 1, ||y||£ > e

such that 1 - ||x||£ < /Í£(e) + r\. Since E is minimal, we can choose N such
that

||(xj, x2,... ,xN, 0, 0, ...)-x||£ < n
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and

||(yi,y2,...,yjv,0,0,...)||£>£/2.

Define for k = 1,2,3, ... ,

z(k) = (xx,x2, ... ,xN, 0,0, ... ,0 ,yx,y2, ... , y N, 0,0, ...).
N-»,-'

kN times

Then

l|zw||£<||x + y||£<l,     \\zW-zW\\E>e/2,    j¿k,

and z(A:) —> (xi, x2, ... , X/v , 0, 0, ... ) in the pointwise convergence topology.

Therefore by the definition of the modulus we have

SE(e/2)< l-\\(xx,x2....,xN,0,0,...)\\E

< 1 - ||x||£ + n

<ßE(e) + 2r1.

Since n is arbitrary, SE(e/2) < ^f(e). Given n > 0, choose x, {y(n)} with

\\y(n]\\E < I,   inf ||y(n) -y(m)||£ > 2e, and y("> -> x pointwise, such that

1 - \\x\\e < (>e(2s) + r]. Since y(,!) -> x pointwise, there exists Af > 0 such that

for all m > M ,we have (where N is chosen as before)

\\(y[m),y{2m),...,y{Nm),0,0,...)-(xx,x2,...,xN,0,0,...)\\E<r1.

Therefore, for all m> M,

\\(y[m) ,y[m),... ,y™ ,0,0, ...)-x\\E <2n.

Since  inf ||y'm' — y'"'||£ > 2e , there are infinitely many y(m) such that
n^m

\\y(m) - x\\E > e.

Hence ||y(m> - (y\m),... , yj°, 0, 0,... )\\E > e - 2n for such m . Therefore

ßE(e-2r1) <l -\\(y[m) ,y{2m), ... ,y{Nm) ,0,0, ...)\\

< 1 -\\x\\E + 2r]

<ôE(2e) + 3r1.

Since n is arbitrary, we have ßE(£) < ôE(2e) .

The proof of the following lemma may be found in Simon [14].

Lemma 2.6. Let O be an arbitrary symmetric norm.

(a) If P is an orthogonal projection and Q = I - P, and if A £ Ce , then

PAP + QAQ £ CE and <Ï>(PAP + QAQ) < 4>(A).
(b) If A* A and B*B lie in CE, then A*B lies in CE and

®(A*B) < <J>(A*A)X'2Q>(B*B)X'2.

(c) If Anj) -» AW, j = I, ... ,k, weakly with A„J), A^ £ CE, then we can

find an increasing sequence of finite rank projections P„ with lim Pn- I in the

strong operator topology such that Q>(PnA„Pn - A(J)) —> 0, j = I , ... , k.

Lemma 2.7. Let A £ CE . If P, Q are orthogonal projections, then

<&(PAQ) < ®(\A\)X/2®(Q\A\Q)X!2.
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Q(PAQ) < ®(AQ)

= <t>(W\A\Q) (for some partial isometry W)

<®(\A\Q) = ®(\A\X/2\A\X'2Q)

< <S>(\A\)l>2<l>(Q\A\Q)1'2 (by lemma 2.6(b)).

For a proof of the following lemma the reader is referred to [5, Theorem 5.1,

Lemma 5.2].

Lemma 2.8. Let d> be a symmetric norm, and let E = E®.

(a) Ce coincides elementwise with Cx, the space of all compact operators if

and only if lim 0( 1, 1, ... , 1 , 0, 0, ... ) < oc.
n—»oo       v v y

n

(b) Suppose Ce does not coincide elementwise with C^ . Whenever a bounded

operator A is the weak limit of a sequence of operators {Am}f from Ce such

that sup<S>(Am) < oo, then A also belongs to Ce , and d>(A) < supO(vim).
m m

Proposition 2.9. If a symmetric space (E, O) has the UKK property for the

topology of pointwise convergence, then the closed unit ball of Ce is sequentially

compact for the weak operator topology.

Proof. Let (A„) be a sequence in the closed unit ball of Ce and let {tp¡} be

an orthonormal basis for the underlying Hubert space H. Then for fixed i, j

each sequence ((A„<p¡, (Pj))„*Lx lies in the closed inteval [-1, 1], since

\(ÁnfAt9})\<Unfih\\fa^UA'\Wi\\-\\9j\\
<\\An\\<d>(An)<l.

By a diagonal process there is a subsequence (A„k) and a bounded opera-

tor A such that (A„k(pi, tof) —► (Ag>¡, q>¡) for all i, j ; in particular, A„k -»
A in the weak operator topology. Suppose, to derive a contradiction, that

sup0( 1,1, ...,1,0,0,...) = oo. Since <P has the UKK property, E is
n-v-'

n

maximal by Lemma 2.3. Thus x = (I, I, ... , I, ...) £ E, and so xk =
( 1, 1, ... , 1 ,0,0,...) converges to x pointwise and $>(xk) -> O(x), which

k
implies that <P(x¿. - x) —» 0 by the KK property for E ; but ®(xk - x) =
<P( 0, 0, ... , 0 , 1, 1, ... ) > 1  for all k, which is the desired contradiction.

k

Hence, by Lemma 2.8(a), Ce and C^ do not coincide elementwise, and by

Lemma 2.8(b), A is in the closed unit ball of Ce ■

Remark 2.10. Example 2.4 shows that Proposition 2.9 breaks down if" UKK "
is replaced by " A^A^ ".

3.    UKK  PROPERTY FOR  E  IMPLIES   UKK  PROPERTY FOR   CE

Theorem 3.1. If a symmetric sequence space E with norm i> has the UKK

property for the pointwise convergence topology, then Ce has the UKK property
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for the weak operator topology. Moreover, if 5e and ôcE denote the correspond-

ing UKK-moduli for E and CE respectively, then ScE(s) > jf5£(e2/128).

Proof. Suppose (An) is a sequence in the the unit ball of Ce and that A„ —> A

in the weak operator topology and   inf <&(Am - A„) > e > 0.   Without loss
n^m

of generality we may assume  \An\ -^-> B,   \A*n\ -^-> C for some B and C

belong to the closed unit ball of Ce , since by Proposition 2.9 the unit ball of

Ce is sequentially compact. By Lemma 2.6(c) there is a sequence P„ of finite

rank orthogonal projections such that Pn Î / strongly, d>(PnAnPn - A) —* 0 ,

<D(P„\An\P„ - B) -> 0, and <D(P„ \A*n\Pn - C) ^ 0. Let Q„ = I - P„ . Since there
are infinitely many A„ with d>(An - A) > e/2 , we may assume, by passing to

a subsequence, that

| < d>(A„ -A)< ®(P„AnPn -A) + <t>(PnAnQn)

+ <3>(QnA„Qn) + ®(QnAnPn)

for all zz. Since Q>(PnAnPn - A) —» 0, one of the following must hold:

(i)0(QnAnQn) > e/8 for infinitely many zz ;

(ii) d>(P„AnQn) > e/8 for infinitely many zz ;

(iii) <b(QnAnP„) > e/8   for infinitely many zz.
By passing to a subsequence, we may suppose that one of the three cases

holds for all zz.
Case 1. Suppose (i) holds for all zz. Define x(1) to be the sequence obtained

by first listing all the singular numbers of Pi .41 Pi , including enough zeros to

have dim P» entries, and then after that listing finitely many singular numbers

of QxAxQx sothat<t>(Xx(QxAxQx),...,XSl(QxAxQx)) > e/16, and finally zeros
after that.

Now suppose that x^_1) has been defined. We define xJ inductively by first

listing all the singular numbers of P„jA„jP„j, where nj > n¡-X is chosen such

that zz; is the least number such that dimP„; > the length of x'-'1' (here the

length of x(j) is defined to equal min{zz : x¡ = 0 Vz > zz} ), and then listing

finitely many singular number of QnjAnjQnj such that

<¡>(Xx(Qn¡An¡Qn¡), X2(QnjAnjQnj),..., XSj(QnjAnjQnj)) > e/16.

By Lemma 2.6(a), we have

<P(x<;>) < <S>(PnjAnPni + QnjAnjQnj) < ®(Anj) < 1.

Thus we have defined a sequence (x{n)) in the unit ball of E. Let x be the

sequence of singular numbers of A . Now ||P„/1„P„-/1|| —> 0, and so x¿ -» x, ;

also, for j > i,

0(x(,)-x^)>e/16.

Since E has the UKK property, we have <D(x) < 1 - 3E(e/l6). So Q>(A) =

*(x)< l-SE(e/l6).
Case 2. Suppose (ii) holds for all zz. By Lemma 2.7

<t>(P„A„Q„) <<t>(\A„\)x/2<t>(Qn\An\Qn)1'2,

i.e. ®(Qn\An\Qn) > <&(P„AnQn)2 > e2/64.
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Define x^ in the same way as in Case 1, changing Anj to \Anj\, A to B,

and e/8 to e2/64. We obtain <D(P) = O(x) < 1 - SE(e2/l2&). But by Lemma

2.7, <D(P^„P„)2 < <I>(P„\A„\P„), and we have

Q(A) = lim Q(PHjAnjPnj) < lim <S>(Ptt¡\An¡\Pn¡)xl2 = <&(B)X'2.
J—.OC J—»oo

So 9(A) < <D(P)1/2 < xJl-SE(e2/l2S) < 1 - ^SE(e2/l2S).

Case 3. Suppose (iii) holds for all zz. Since <S>(QnAnP„) = <b(PnAnQn),
Lemma 2.7 again gives

<*>(Qn\An\Qn) > ®(QnAnPn)2 > e2/64.

Similarly we will get

9(A) = lim <t>(Pn¡AH¡PHl)
J—»oo

< lim 9(Pnj\A*\Pnj)1'2
J—»oo ' '

= 0>(C) < 1 -i¿£(e2/128).

Hence Ce has the UKK property for the weak operator topology and ôCe(s) >

ir5£(e2/128).

Remark. It is clear that /?/, = e.   By Proposition 2.5, <5/,(e) > e/2 (in fact

¿/,(e) = e/2).
So

¿c,(e)>^/,(e2/128)>^.

In Lennard [8] there is the better estimate 1 -SCt (e) < (1 - (e./2yf3)2) , which

implies f5C| (e) > e2/24.
Let A^ be a closed bounded convex subset of a Banach space (X, || • ||). A

map T : K —* K is said to be nonexpansive if ||Px - Py|| < ||x - y|| for all

x, y £ K. K is said to have the fixed point property if it has a fixed point for

every nonexpansive mapping. By van Dulst and Sims [3], we have the following

corollary.

Corollary 3.2. If E has the UKK property for the topology of pointwise con-

vergence, then every convex subset of Ce which is compact in the weak operator

topology has the fixed point property.

Remark 3.3. It follows from Proposition 2.9 and the above corollary that if E

has the UKK property, then the closed unit ball of Ce has the fixed point

property.

4. The UKK property in Cp for 0 < p < 1

First we give an example to show that Lemma 2.6(a) breaks down for quasi-

norms. Thus the proof of Theorem 3.1 appears to break down completely for

quasi-norms.

Example 4.1. Let p = j,

1    0"
o o •

1   1
1   1

and P =
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Then A = \A\ and P is an orthogonal projection. Let Q = I - P, so that

1    0"
PAP + QAQ

0    1

Hence \\PAP + QAQ\\P = (V2 + lx/2)2 = 4. But \\A\\„ = (0x/2 + 2x'2)2 = 2. So

we have \\PAP + QAQ\\P > \\A\\P .

Proposition 4.2. Let 0 < p < 2, let P be an orthogonal projection, and let

Q = I-P. Then \\A\\2 > \\PA\\j + \\QA\\2p, and \\A\\j > \\AP\\2 + \\AQ\\2 for all
A£CP.

Proof. By [6, Theorem 4], \\A\\P — min(£] ||y4i„||p) , where the minimum is

taken over all orthonomal bases (e„). Let (e„) be an orthonormal basis such

that \\A\\P = C£ \\AeH\\P)xlP . Let /„ = PAen and gn = QAe„ ; then

\\A\\p = (Y,\\Aen\nl,p = (Y,\\(p+Q)Ae»\\p)^

= (£ \\PAe„ + QAen\\p)l/p = (£{\\M2 + \\gn\\2)p/2)1/P

= [(E(ii/«ii2 + ii^ii2)W2)2/p31/2

> [|Kll/«ll2)|lP/2 + IKll^ll2)!!^]172    (by the reverse Holder inequality),

= [(£ll/X)2M£w)2/Y/2

>[||P^||2 + ||Ö^||2]1/2.

Consequently, |M||2 = \\A*\\2 > \\PA*\\2 + \\QA*\\2 = ||^P||2 + |Mß||2 .

Remark. Applying Proposition 4.1 twice we obtain

PH2 > IIP^IPH2 + \\QAP\\2p + \\PAQWl + \\QAQ\\2p.
This inequality appears for the case p = 1 in [1] and [8].

Theorem 4.3. The quasi-normed operator ideal Cp (0 < p < 1) has the UKK

property with respect to the weak operator topology with r5c„(e) > (23~6/p/3)e2.

Proof. Let (An) be a sequence in the unit ball of Cp such that \\Am -An\\p > e

(m ^ n), and such that An —> A in the weak operator topology. Let {Pn}£li be

finite rank orthogonal projections so that P„ \ I strongly and \\PnAnP„-A\\p —»

0.
Since \\A„ - Am\\p > e , m ± zz, there is a subsequence (A„k) with

\\Ank - A\\p > - -2x~p = 2~ »e.

Hence by the remark following Proposition 4.1,

2"r ■ e < \\Ank - A\\p

< 2i-2{\\PnkA„kPnk -A\\p + \\PnkAnkQnk\\p

' \\QnkAnkPnk\\p + \\QnkAnkQnk\\p)

I2 — IIP    A
Up       \\rnk-r*nk*nk\\p)<2i-2{\\PnkA„kPnk-A\\p + V3(\\Ank\\2p-\\P„kAnkP„k\\2p)x/2}.

Taking the limit, we have

2ïr •e<V3-2Ï-2(l-\\A\\2n)x'2.Wpl
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Thus

2^-e2<3-2t-\l-\\A\\2p).

So

MII„<(1-—e2)1/2<l-^-e2.

Therefore, Cp has the UKK property for the weak operator topology with

ôcM) * S~e ■
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